Education for climate responsibility

• Climate change research & education infuses Lancaster University

• Business education in Lancaster University Management School (LUMS)

• United Nations Principles for Responsible Management Education (LUMS signatory)

• UN PRME Principles
  • Purpose
  • Values
  • Curriculum & alumni
  • Research
  • Partnerships for impact
  • Dialogue for change
Business landscape for climate change
Flying along the supply chain provocation

• Higher education & ‘internationalisation’

• Higher education has role in facilitating low carbon transformation

• What is in ‘scope 3’ emissions ... beyond the boundary of any individual university?

• & student flights & friends/family trips to/from the UK (with caveats)
Possibilities for low carbon educational futures

• It is complicated ... shared responsibility is the hardest business case setting

• Students learn from their home university & the UK ... alongside their education (whatever their degree topic)

• And through partnerships ... & over to Darren from Green Lancaster ...